
 

Mbox 2 Mini Driver Windows 7

hi, i have a mbox 2 mini and it used to work
fine, everything was good, but a few days

ago i couldnt find the usb cable for it on the
back of the mbox 2 and when i plugged it in
it no longer worked, it wont even show up in

device manager, and when i try to do a
device manager scan it comes up with the
following error: "the hardware device is not
functioning properly. no drivers are loaded

for the hardware device. see the
documentation for your hardware device.
(code 31)" i have been trying to fix this for
days. ive been looking on the net for a fix

and have tried loading the drivers,
unloading them, using the install disk, and
nothing works. please help, im running pro
tools le and it used to work fine for a few

days then all of a sudden it wouldnt work, i
tried everything and i cant get it to work,
ive tried everything hello, i have a mbox

mini and i have no sound, and no way to get
sound, and my midi controller isnt working. i

tried to update the drivers and that didnt
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work. i tried to change the ports and that
didnt work. i tried uninstalling and

reinstalling, and that didnt work. when i
plug it in, it doesnt show up in device

manager. i tried the uninstall for ptle, and it
didnt work, but when i did the scan, it

wouldnt show up. please help, i would really
appreciate it! i cannot get the mbox mini to

work in pro tools. i have a brand new,
unopened copy of pro tools 8.0, and the

mbox works fine in ableton live. it detects
the hardware properly and lets me use it as
an input. however, i cannot get it to work in

pro tools, and i am having a difficult time
finding help. can you help?
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i have a mbox 2 s and i use it in a small
studio its almost always worked fine. in no
time i had the same problem i get no audio
and i got a upply on the box. i tried many

solutions but nothing worked. i have a
gigabyte motherboard so i thought maybe is

a driver problem. i updated my windows
and installed new drivers and nothing

changed. my soundcard works fine but this
is not the case with the mbox. the orange

light still is on. i have the mbox 2 pro and it
works fine. i am using pro tools with the

original cables, a behringer x32 mixer and a
pair of shure sm57s. i am running windows

7 ultimate 64-bit. i have no problems. i
recently purchased a pair of ears monster

hmm50s, and the mbox 2 pro will not
recognize them. the ears dongle will work
fine when i run one of my dongles, but the

mbox 2 pro will not recognize either of
them. i have tried the usb firewire install

option from the mbox, and that is the only
option that will allow the mbox to recognize
my dongles. mbox 2 mini driver problems..
windows 7 i have a mbox 2 mini i use as a

sampler. its a 2 channel mini that has fx and
a stereo in/out on the back. everything was
working fine but i just got a new machine
with windows 7 and pro tools. it will not

recognize the mbox as an input. ive tried
multiple usb cables, i connected to a mac
and it detected it. i have tried using both
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usb 2.0 and usb 3.0. i have the drivers
installed and set up correctly. i have also

looked at my firewire settings in the firewire
pane of the control panel and they are all
set to firewire 400. i have tried switching

the firewire port setting but that didn't help.
i have also tried changing the name of the

device to something else and set it to
exclusive use with the mbox but it didnt

help either. please help i am at my wits end
and cant figure out why my mbox is not

working. it worked perfectly fine in windows
xp and my mac. 5ec8ef588b
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